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We investigate the structure of automorphisms of planar lattices. Our results make 
it possible to give a lattice theoretical proof of theorems on automorphism groups 
of planar lattices formulated by Laszlo Babai and Dwight Duffus ([1] and [2]) and 
George Gratzer and Csaba Szabo ([6]). 
STANDARD PLANAR REPRESENTATIONS 
A planar lattice is a finite lattice which has a planar representation. First we 
should say what a planar representation is. Denote the real line by R. A planar 
representation of a finite ordered set L := (L, ^ ) consists of: 
1. Vertices: We have an injective mapping a >-» [ax, a3] of L into R x R such that 
ay < l>y whenever a < b; the point [a
x, aT] is called the vertex corresponding to the 
element a and a y is said to be the level of a in the planar representation. 
2. Arcs: We have a mapping [a, b] •-» £ab of the set {[a, b] e L x L: a -< 6} into the 
set of all continuous real functions on closed intervals in R such that the domain of 
£„& is (ay , 6y), c x = (,ab(c
y) iff c 6 {a,b}, and whenever £.ab{y) = £cd(y), then either 
6 = c & 6y = y, or a = d & « y = y, or a = c & a y = y, or 6 = d & by = y, or 
Financial support of the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under the grant 
201/93/0950 and 201/96/0119 is gratefully acknowledged. 
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[a, b] = [c, _ ] . The set of points 
Ob := {[U(y),y] 6 R X R: y e (av ,6v}} 
is said to be the arc connecting vertices [ax, aT] and [wx, b^]. We say that ab is incident 
with c if a = c or b = c. 
For a planar representation D of L we define 
({[U(y)-y]-ay<y<by}i{a^b 
cn(o,6) := | {&_(_),_]: 6* < y < «v} if 6 - , o 
[ 0 otherwise 
whenever a,b e L, and for X C L we put 
pt(A) := {[ax, a v ] : a 6 A'} U (J{cn(a, 6): a e A & 6 6 L}, 
dg(A) := {[a x , a y ] : a e X} U | J{c_(a ,6 ) : a eX kbe A } . 
If C := { c -< . . . -< Cn} is a maximal chain in (a, b) where a < b, we define 
'?_(?/) := fCi_lC,(„) for y 6 (-._!*, c,-
v>, j € { 1 , . . . , n } . 




It is transparent that r/c is a continuous function on (av , 6V) and d g C is its graph. 
For a,b e L we write a •»> b if a || 6 and there exists a maximal chain C in L such 
that 6 . C and a x < )7C(a
y). 






= {_ Є L: _ < a } 
= {т Є L: a < a:} 
= îo n |6 
= { î / Є І : x-;;/} 
= {:!/ЄL:г/^:г:}. 
By 7rx, 7Tj, we denote the natural projections of R x R onto R. 
By an automorphism of a finite ordered set L := (L, ^ ) we mean a permutation 
of its universe which preserves the associated strict order <, or, alternatively, the 
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associated covering relation -<. The set of all automorphisms of a finite lattice 
L := (L, <) will be denoted by Aut L. It is a group with respect to composition. For 
A C L we define 
A u t ^ L := {/ e A u t L : f\,M = i d £ V 4 } . 
is a subgroup of Aut L. For a e L and / e Aut L we put 
a-' := {/"(« : n € H) 
0 A ' •= / \ a - ' 
av> :=\Ja=f 
where N is the set of all natural numbers. The cardinality of a = / is called the rank 
of a with respect to / . 
Notice that the concept of a planar lattice is self-dual, and so we can benefit from 
the well-known duality principle: whenever an assertion about planar lattices is true, 
the dual assertion is also true. Moreover, if we turn a planar representation of L round 
a vertical axis, then we again obtain a planar representation of L. Thus we have 
something like the duality principle for planar representations in both coordinates: 
whenever an assertion about planar representations is true, the assertion obtained 
by mutually interchanging the notions of left and right is also true, and so are the 
dual assertions. 
L e m m a 1. If L is finite, then a~' is an antichain in L for each a e L and 
f e Aut L. 
P r o o f . If not, say fk(a) < fl(a) where k < I, then fk(a) < /*+('-*)(a) < ...< 
fk+m(i-k)(aj < which is in contradiction with the finiteness of L. • 
We need the following result from analysis, which we present without proof. 
L e m m a 2. Let f, g be continuous functions on (a, 6) C R such that f(a) ^ g(a) 
and g(b) ^ f(b). Then there exists y e (a,b) such that f(y) = g(y). 
In the next lemma we summarize some properties of maximal chains in planar 
lattices. 
L e m m a 3. Consider a planar representation of a planar lattice L := (L, <.). 
(1) Let C be a maximal chain in (a,b), and D a maximal chain in (c,d). If 
y e (a?, by) n (cy, rfy) is such that i]C(y) = VD(V): then either there exists z e C n D 
such that .2^ = y or there exist v, w e C n D such that v -< w and v* < y < «)y. In 
particular, if cy ^ ay, by <_ rfy, »;D(«
y) s= « x and bx ^ noW), then C f l f l / i 
(2) If C is a maximal chain in (a,c), D is a maximal chain in (a,d) and R is a 
maximal chain in (f\ L, b), where ay < by ^ mm{ey , dy} and //c(^y) ^ !>x <_ nD(b
y), 
then Rn(CuD)jt<t). 
(3) Let a, b £ L be incomparable, let C,C',D,D' be maximal chains in L and 
aeCnC,beDnD'. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ,iD(a






(4) If C, D are maximal chains in L, c € C, d 6 D such that c -< b, d -< b and 
c-4d, then nc(b
y) <; 6X <. nD (6
y ) . 
(5) The relation A is a iineaj' strict order on any antichain in L. 
(6) The relation ^ U -«J is a linear order on L. 
(7) If C,D are maximal chains in L, c € C, d € D such that ?7c(rfy) ^ d x and 
n o ( c y ) ^ cx> then c and d are comparable. In particular, ifC, D are maximal chains 
in (a, b) such that (Vc £ C)r,D(c
y) <. c* and (Vd e B)/ /c(dy) < dx , then C = D. 
See [4] for the basic ideas of the proof. 
L e m m a 4. Let tp be a strict-order preserving map of a planar lattice L := (L, <J 
into the set of all natural numbers N with the natural order. Then there exists a 
planar representation ofL such that ay = ip(a) for each a e L. 
P r o o f . Take any planar representation D of L. We will transform it by moving 
vertices successively to the required levels, i.e. a vertex corresponding to a will be 
moved to the level <p(a). First we translate D into the lower halfplane: we just 
subtract z y + 1 from each ay where z := \J L. We obtain a planar representation 
D 0 of L in which a
y < 0 for each a e L. Further we proceed by recursion. In 
order to obtain D i we take the greatest element z of L and move it to the point 
[0, <p(z)]. This is the new vertex corresponding to z. We know that whenever w -< z, 
the arc connecting vertices [wx, wy] and [zx, z^ is a parametrized curve {[£wz(y), y] • 
y £ (wy, zy)} where £wz is continuous on (jii
y ,zy). There exists 6 G R such that 
b < zy and tt»y < b for all w e L \ {z}. The new connecting arcs for w -< z will be 
{[€-.(»),»]: V 6 {wy-b)}u{ [ |Z |M^(6) , j , ] : y g (6,^))}. 
We have obtained a planar representation Di of L with precisely one element on the 
required level. Suppose that we have a planar representation Dfc of L with precisely 
k elements on the required levels where 1 ^ k < \L\. In the sequel all coordinates 
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will be related to Dfc. Take a maximal element a of the set of all elements remaining 
in the original positions. Hence all elements above a are on the required levels and 
all elements below a are in the original positions. We shall try to move a to the 
required level <p(a). Consider the set V« of all elements b which cover a and the 
corresponding functions £ao. All £„(, are obviously defined on <a
y, tp(a) + | ) , and 
there exist b0, b\ 6 V
a s u c n that t;ab„(y) ^ £,ab(y) ̂  <Jaf>, (y) for each b e V
a a r l d e a c n 
y e ( a y , ^ ( a ) + | ) . The set 
C := {[x,y] e R x R: y 6 <ay,v?(a) + \) & fo6o(y) ^ _ ̂  „*.(j/)} 
is bounded closed in R x R endowed with the Euclidean metric, and by Lemma 3(2) 
it does not contain any vertex except [ax, aX]. All arcs not incident with a are also 
bounded closed and moreover disjoint with C. Hence there exists a real number 
t ' > 0 such that the e'-neighbourhood E of C does not contain any point of arcs not 
incident with a. Put e := £ • Consider further the arcs going from a downwards. 
There exists S' > 0 such that |f_a(y) - a
x | < e for each w covered by a and each 
y e ( a y - <5',ay). Put S := min{<5',£}. Now all points [E,wa(y),y] lie in E whenever 
y G ( a y — <5, a y ) . Define 
H := {[_,?/] 6 R x R: y £ <ay - <$, ay) t i e < a x - £ , a x + £> 
or y <= (oy,<p(o) + | ) & a: 6 <<faD„(y) " E , U (») + £>}• 
Clearly H C E and the functions 
a x - e for y ^ a y 
%) == 
o(y) "= 
íakofø) - є for y є <ay,</>(a) + f) 
a x + є for y ^ a y 
í „ „ , ( y ) + є f o r y є <ay,<ŕ(a) + ì ) 
are continuous on <ay —<5,<p(a) +1) and d(y)+e < h(y) there. Consider the following 
continuous transformation of H onto itself: 
[x,y] >—• [u,v] 
where 
r ( o y _ S) + ^ " ^ " ^ ( y - (a
y - 5)) for ye(ay- S, a
y) 
" : = \ I 
I ( ^ ( a ) + 5) - y ( a ) +
2 i -a y ( ^ Q ) + ^ - »> for !/ e <ay, ¥>(a) + | ) 
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For w e A a the new arc connecting the vertices corresponding to w and a will be 
{[U,(y),y]:ye{wy,ay-5)} 
U { [d(y) + (h(y) - d(y)) 
ZwaUJ + r^(°L • '*) - rf("y + f V ' ° L • S) 1 1 
/x(o.y+ K2gu.s)-d(ay+ , V ; L - g ) J ' 
For u) e v « the new arc connecting the vertices corresponding to a and w will be 
{[d(v) + (h(y)-d(v)) 
£ » > y + (y - <p(a)) • (<p(a) + | - Qy)) - d(gy + (y - <p(a)) • (<p(a) + | - ay)) i 
X /i(o.y + (y - <p(a)) • (<p(a) + | - a*)) - d(aX + (j, - p(a)) • (<p(a) + \ - a*)) ' !/\ 
: y e (<p(a),<p(a) + i ) } U {fc„(y) ,»] : j , £ (*>(a) + | , «>y)}. 
In this way we obtain a planar representation Dk+i of L with precisely k + 1 vertices 
on required levels. Finally, D m is a planar representation of L with the required 
property. D 
The preceding proof is the only place in this paper where vertical bars denote the 
absolute value of a real number besides the cardinality of a finite set. 
We say that a planar representation is standard if, for each a,b e L, a y = by if 
and only if there is an automorphism / of L with a = f(b). Of course there exist 
planar ordered sets without standard planar representations, for example crowns. 
Proposi t ion 5. Every planar lattice has a standard planar representation. 
P r o o f . Let L := (L, <J be a planar lattice. Define a binary relation $ on L by 
the rule 
a $ b :<=> ( 3 / € AutL)6 = f(a). 
It is obvious that $ is an equivalence relation on L. The ordering <. on L induces 
an ordering < on Lj <&: we put 
A < B :<=> (3a £ A)(3b £ B)a <. b. 
Indeed, reflexivity and transitivity of < are obvious. Let A < B & B < A. Then 
(3a!,o.2 £ A)(3b £ B)(3f 6 AutLJa, <. b & f(b) <. a2. 
Hence ai <. b = / _ 1 / ( ° ) ^ r"J(°2) e ^- I" virtue of Lemma 1. A is an antichain. 
and hence ai = f~1(a2). Therefore b = a\, and consequently A = B. This new 
ordering can be extended to a linear one. Hence we can order the blocks of $ into a 
finite sequence A1,..., AT such that A; < Aj implies i ^ j . For a e Ai put f(a) := i. 
By Lemma 1, ip is strict-order preserving, and the result follows by the preceding 
lemma. • 
A CONSTRUCTION FOR GROUPS 
Direct products and semidirect products are two important standard constructions 
in group theory. We are going to utilize them also in our further considerations. 
Let G := (G, o) be a group and n a positive integer. We define u G , the n-
th symmetric power of G, as follows. The universe of n G is the set S„ x G", 
where Sn is the set of all permutations of { 1 , . . . , « } . Multiplication is defined by 
\p,xi,...,xn]o[q,ylt...,yH] := [pq,xq(1) o Vl,..., Xq(n} oyn]. 
It is clear that n G is a semidirect product of groups and hence a group. 
For a class of finite groups K we define V(K) to be the least class of finite groups 
which is closed under the formation of finite direct products, symmetric powers and 
isomorphic copies, and which K is included in. 
Notice that we can define the members of V(K) recursively as the groups obtained 
by finitely many applications of the following rules: 
(1) Isomorphic copies of members of K are members of V(K). 
(2) If G i and G 2 are members of V(K), then isomorphic copies of Gi x G 2 are 
also members of V(K). 
(3) If n is a positive integer and G is a member of V(K), then isomorphic copies 
of nG are also members of V(K). 
The linear sum Li ffi L2 and the disjoint sum Li l±l.. . l+l L„ of ordered sets we define 
as usual, cf. [3]. By a parallel sum of L i , . . . , L n we mean 1 ffi (Li l±)... l±l L n ) ffi 1, 
the disjoint sum with new top and bottom elements added. All these concepts are 
instances of the general concept of an ordinal sum of ordered sets over an ordered 
set. 
Let AG(VC) denote the class of all finite groups isomorphic to automorphism 
groups of planar lattices. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6. V(AG(VC)) = AG(VC). 
P r o o f . By definition, AG(VC) is closed under the formation of isomorphic 
copies, and AG(VC) is included in AG(VC). 
C l a i m . If Li and L2 are planar lattices, then Li © L2 is a planar lattice and 
AutLi x AutL 2 = Aut(Li © L 2 ) . 
Without loss of generality we can assume that L\ and L2 are disjoint. The first part 
of the claim is obvious. For / € Aut (Lj ffi L2) we have / [ L j ] = Lj and f\L2\ = L2 
in virtue of Lemma 1. Clearly f\L, e AutL x and f\Ll £ A u t L 2 . We define 
ip: Aut (Li ® L 2 ) —• AutLi x A u t L 2 
by the rule 
<P(/) : = [ / ! - . , / ! - , ] • 
Since ip(f o g) = [ ( / o g)\L%, (f o g)\Ll] = [ / | £ j , / | i 2 ] o [g\Ll,g\L2] = <fi(f) ° >fi(g), we 
conclude that <p is a group homomorphism. <p is injective: <p(/) = ¥>(<7) implies that 
/ I t , = ff|t, and / | i a = o | t 3 , which in turn yields / = / | t , U / | t 2 =£? | i , U j | t , = </. 
V? is surjective: Let fx e A u t L ! and / 2 e A u t L 2 . Then / i U / 2 e Aut (Li ® L 2 ) . 
Indeed, / i U / 2 is a permutation, and whenever a < b, then either a,b £ Lx and hence 
(/i U f2)(a) = fx(a) < / i(6) = (/j u /2)(6), or a,b G L2 and hence (/j U / 2 ) (a) = 
h(a) <h(b) = ( / 1 U / 2 ) ( 6 ) , o r a e L 1 a n d 6 e L 2 a n d h e n c e ( / i U / 2 ) ( a ) = / i ( o ) G Lu 
(h U /2)(&) = /2(6) G L2 , which in turn yields (/j U / 2 ) (a) < (/i U /2)(6). Now 
<fi(flUh) = [fi,h]. 
C l a i m . If n is a positive integer and L a planar lattice, then the parallel sum 
1 ffi (L i±J. • • l±l L) © 1 of n isomorphic copies of L is a planar lattice and 
n A u t L = Aut( l f f i (Li±) . . . i± iL)® 1). 
The first part of the claim is obvious. The universe of 1 ffi (L I±I . •. W L) ® 1 is 
{0, l } U i x { l n } . It is clear that for each / e A u t ( l ® ( L W . . .ttlL)® 1) we have 
0,1 G fix/. Furthermore, from /([oi , i ] ) = [6i,ji] & f([a2,i]) = [b2,j2] it follows 
that ji = j 2 , and hence we have a permutation p/ of { 1 , . . . ,n} and f{i): L -> L 
for each i e { l , . . . , n } such that f([a,i]) = [/(.)(o),p/(t)]. Clearly pfag = pjpg. 
Further, a < b implies that [o,i] < [b,i], which in turn yields f([a,i]) < f([b,i]), and 
we can conclude that f{i)(a) < f{i)(b). f{i) is bijective as f{i)(a) = /(.)(&) implies that 
[o,i] = /~7(M) = /-'([/(oW-P/Wl = /-HlAoO-P/W] = r"7(M) = [M], 
which in turn yields a = 6, and L is finite. Hence /(,•> e Au tL . We define 
V?: Aut(lffi(Ll±l. . . l±iL) ©1) —• n A u t L 
by the rule 
<fi(f) ~ [P/,/(!)>• • - , / ( " ) ] • 
By the preceding, [( /oo) ( 4 )(o) ,P/o,( i )] = fog([a,i]) = f([g{i)(a),pM) = [/(p„(0) ° 
o^ (o ) p fp„(i)l, and hence <p(f°f>) = [P/o9, (/°</)(i>- • • •, (f°<j)(n)\ = b/P s , / ( P „( i ) ) ° 
Z- w > > • ^ = - * • / ( - • • • • / (->]°b-9(i"• • • ' s w l = * ( / ) ° * * a n d so 
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ip is a group homomorphism. <p is injective: <p(f) = <p(g) implies that p / = pg and 
(V»)/W = .g(<), and hence f([a,i]) = [/(,)(o),p/(.)] = [s«)(o),p9(i)] = g([o,i]) for 
each [o,t] S L x { l , n). tp is surjective: Let / i /,, e Au tL and p £ S n . Then 
clearly 
/ := id{0,1} U([o,»] >-> [/.(o),p(i)]) 6 Aut(l e (L W ... a L) e 1) 
and ¥>(/) = b . / i . • • • . / » ] • n 
Notice that the above statement is true for each class of finite lattices closed under 
the formation of linear sums and parallel sums, not only for planar lattices. 
If we denote the class of all one-element groups by T, then we have 
V(T) C V(AQ(VL)) = AG(VC). 
In the remainder of this paper we will prove the converse inclusion. 
BLOCKS AND COMPONENTS 
In the whole of this section L := (L, ^ ) will be a planar lattice. 
A sequence [z0,..., zp] of elements of a subset A' C L i s a connection in X if either 
z< -; 2,+i or z,+ i -< Zi for each i 6 { 0 , . . . ,p— 1}. In particular. [z0] is a connection. 
We define a <~» b if there is a connection [a = ZQ, . . . ,zp = 6] in A. A subset A C L 
is said to be connected if a; «-~* y for each x, j / e A, i.e. <-~*= A x A. 
For / 6 Aut L we put 
fix/ 
m o v / 
/?/ 
= { r Є L : / ( . т ) = æ } , 
= { : r Є L : / ( . ' r ) ^ * } , 
= {[æ,y] Є m o v / x m o v / : ?/ = f(x)}. 
Clearly n i °^ / ='"° i i , , and o T J * ' 6 implies that /(a.) " < ^ / /(w). 
We define 
a8sb :<=> (3n £ N)a W /" (6 ) . 
It is easy to verify that 5/ is the equivalence on m o v / generated by "<^» U/3/; 
moreover S/ = 8f-\, and aS/6 implies f (o)0f f (b). It is obvious that each block of 
9f has at least two elements. We say that a subset B C L is a MocA; if it is a block 
of Of for an automorphism / . By a component of a block B we mean a maximal 
connected subset of B. 
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We put 
M0V.4L := ( J { m o v / : / _ A u t ^ L } 
and 
MovL := | J { m o v / : / _ Au tL} . 
Lemma 7. Let B be a block of 9/ with precisely k components, and let K be a 
component of B. 
(1) f'[K\, i 6 { 1 , . . . ,k} are all components of B. 
(2) xvf is the least Rxpoint of f in ^x. 
(3) If x € K, y _ L\K and x < y, then there exists an element u 6 K such that 
x ^ u -< xvf ^ y. Moreover, f(x) < y and u V / = xvf. 
(4) V B is the least Rxpoint of f in , V K. 
(5) B U {6V/} is connected for each be B. 
(6) IfC is a connected subset of L such that Cn A' / 0 and C\K 5̂  0, then there 
exists an element x e C n A such that either a: -< ,rV/ e C or x y xA/ e C. 
P r o o f . (1): It is obvious that B is a block of / " ' . and f[K\ is connected. There 
exists a component K' of B such that f[K] C A''. Now A = / - ' / [ . - I C / " ' [ A " ] , 
and since K is a component of B, we get A = f~l\K'\. Hence K' = f[K\. By 
induction, / ' [A ' ] are components of B. Let conversely K' be a component of B. By 
the definition of 0j, there exist elements a _ A' and a' _ A"' such that a' € a = / . 
Consequently A ' = / ' [ A ] for some i e W. Now fk[K] # A' would imply /*[A'] = 
/ j [ A ] for some i < j , i,j e { 1 , . . . , k}. Then / j~'[A"] = A and so 5 would have at 
most j - i components. Therefore fk[K] = K. 
(2): Obvious. 
(3): In (_,y) there exists a maximal chain {.T = ; 0 -< • •. -< zn = y}. Clearly 
20 6 K and c„ £ L \ A'. Let i be the least natural number such that c; 6 L \ K. 
Then _*_! e A' and z ;_i -< z,, and consequently ~; e fix/. This and (2) together 
yield _v> ^ z ; ^ y. Clearly f(x) < f(x
Vf) = _V / ^ J/. Consider a maximal chain 
{_ = u>i -< . . . -< to- = _ V / } . Put u := wp_i. Since u -< ~
V / _ fix/ and u _ A by 
(2), we obtain u V / = „ V / . 
(4): Obvious. 
(5): Follows immediately from (3). 
(6): Choose x ~ C f\K and y ' C \ K. There exists a connection [a: = z0, • • •, 
zP = y] in C. Let i be the least natural number such that zt e C \ K. Then either 
» - l -< J; = _,V_-'l Or . ; _ ! >- Zi = Z&. D 
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L e m m a 8. If B\,.. . , Bn arc pairwise disjoint blocks of 6/,,•••, -/„ respectively, 
then g: L -> L defined by 
( fi(x) forx& B; 
g(x) := { , 
[ _ otherwise 
is an automorphism ofL and Bi,..., Bn are the only blocks of 8g. 
P r o o f . Since g\Bi\ = /i[_.;] = Bt, g is bijective. Let x < y. If x and y are 
elements of the same block Bi, then g(x) = ft(x) < fi(y) = g(y). If not, we proceed 
as follows. First we prove that g(x) < y. This is obvious if _ _ fixg. Otherwise 
there exists i _ { 1 , . . . , n } such that l e B ; and y g" _.,-. By Lemma 7(3), there exists 
z G fix/i such that _ < z <_ y. Then p(_) = / ;(.r) < /j(z) = z <. y. Now j (_) £ _-i 
and y £ Bi, and dualizing the preceding argument we obtain y(x) < g(y). D 
In the remainder of this section we will consider a fixed standard planar represen-
tation D of L. 
In view of Lemma 3(5), in any non-empty antichain X in L we have an element 
i(X) such that (Vo £ X)£(X) •* a. We say that l(X) is the leftmost element of X. 
Let / e Au tL . We say that an element _ _ L is situated to the left (right) of / ( „ ) 
if _ x < _ / ( _ ) x ( / ( _ ) x < _ x ) . 
L e m m a 9. Let f 6 Au tL . Let a, b be elements of a connected subset C of L 
such that a is situated to the left of f(d) and b is situated to the right of f(b). Then 
f has a Gxpoint in C. 
P r o o f . The assertion is obviously true if a = 6. Suppose a 7̂  b. There exists a 
connection [a = z0,... ,zp = b] in C. Put 
i := min{J: j € {1, p} & Zj is situated to the right of f(zj)}. 
Then z;_i is situated to the left of / ( z i_ i ) . Moreover, either z ;_i -< z ; or zt -< z ,_i . 
In the first case, we have Z;_i x = &,._,- . (z ,-^) <. £/(;,;_,)/(=.)(2i-iy) = / ( z i _ i ) x 
and / ( z i ) x = if{zi-l)f(zi)(zi
y) ^ fz._i=. (2-y) = •2-X- I n virtue of Lemma 2, either 
Zi_ i x = / ( z i _ i ) x and hence z,_i = / (2 i_ i ) , or z ;
x = /(z,-)x and hence zt = / ( z , ) . 
Similarly for the other case. D 
L e m m a 10. Let K and fk[IC[ be distinct components of a block of 8j. If an 
element x e K is situated to the left (right) of fk(x), then each element y _ K is 
situated to the left (right) of / * ( . ) . 
P r o o f . If not, then by Lemma 9 fk would have a fixpoint in __, which is a 
contradiction. D 
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In this case we say that the component K is situated to the left (right) of fk\K]-
Notice that the assertion is not true if K = fk\Kj. 
L e m m a 1 1 . Every block has at least two components. 
P r o o f . Suppose to the contrary that the block B of 9f is connected. Consider 
an arbitrary element x £ B. Denote by y the leftmost and by z the rightmost 
elements of x=i. Then y is situated to the left of f(y) and z is situated to the right 
of f(z). By Lemma 9, / has a fixpoint in B, which is a contradiction. Q 
We say that a block B of Bf is of kind A if (V6 6 B)(b
v> = V B & bA' = f\B). 
Otherwise we say that B is of kind Z. 
L e m m a 12. Every MocA- of kind Z has precisely two components. 
P r o o f . Let a block B of 9f be of kind Z. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that there exists b e B such that bv> <\J B. Let K denote the component 
of B for which b € K. By Lemma 7(4), there exists o e K such that a £bv'. We 
have a connection [b = z0,... ,zn = a] in K. Denote by i the least integer such that 
Zi £ bv>. Clearly 1 ^ i. Put c := z._. and d := z,. Then c < d, cv' <. bv' and 
d J*. c v ' . Assume that B has at least three components. Then there exist fc, /, m £ N 
such that / f c ( c ) x < / ' ( c ) x < / ' " ( c ) x . In view of Lemma 3(2) we have fl(d) <. cv', 
which is a contradiction. D 
An element x _ L is situated on the left (right) of a connected subset C C L if for 
each a, /; t C such that a -< b and a^ sC a^ <_ (^ we have _ x <_ <U(:ry) (fat(.xy) ^ r* ) , 
and there exists at least one such pair of elements a, b. 
We say that a maximal chain C in (a, b) C L is the leftmost, (rightmost) maximal 
chain in (o,6) if all elements of (a,b) are situated on the right (left) of C. 
L e m m a 13. Let a € L and X C L. Then there exists precisely one chain 
{o = Co •< . . . -< c„} such that c,. = i(s/Ci-if\X) for i G { 1 , . . . ,n}, and v c „ f l X = 0. 
P r o o f . Consider the set C of all chains {o = 20 -< • • • -< zp},p E N, where 
Zi = C(s7Zi-i n X) for i e { 1 , . . . ,p}. Since {a} £ C, C # 0. Further, p <_ \L\ for 
each such chain. Hence C has a maximal element {a = Co -< . . . -< cn}. Clearly 
Ci = f ( v c i - i n X) for i e { 1 , . . . ,n}, and sycn n A = 0 by maximality. Uniqueness 
is obvious. • 
The chain from Lemma 13 will be denoted by L 7 ( o , X ) . 
L e m m a 14. For any pail- of elements a < b of L there are precisely one leftmost 
and precisely one rightmost maximal chains in (a. b). Moreover, if {a = c0 -< ... -< 
c„ = b} is the leftmost maximal chain in (a,b), then c,_i = £(ACJ n fa) and a = 
f?(Vc;-i n lb) for each . € {1, " } . 
P r o o f . Will be accomplished for the leftmost maximal chain. L v (a , \b ) is 
clearly a maximal chain in (a, b) and all elements of (a, b) are situated on the right 
of it. Uniqueness follows from Lemma 3(7). The rest of the proof is obvious. D 
By a left (right) boundary of a block B we mean a maximal chain C in (f\ B, \f B) 
such that C\{f\B,\f B} C B and all elements of B are situated on the right (left) 
of C. 
L e m m a 15. Each block has precisely one left and precisely one right boundaries. 
P r o o f . Will be accomplished for the left boundary of a block B of Of. The 
set M of all maximal elements in B is non-empty as B is non-empty finite. By the 
preceding lemma, the leftmost maximal chain {f\B = co -< ... -< cv = t(M)} in 
(f\B,i(M)) and the leftmost maximal chain {£(M) = cp -< . . . -< cn = V-^}
 m 
(£(M),\f B) exist. Clearly cp 6 B. Denote by i the least natural number such that 
Cj e B for each j e {i,...,p}. Then Cp+i = c p ' 6 fix/ and c,_, = c,
A/ e fix/ by 
Lemma 7. Let i . be the component of B for which £(M) € A". 
C l a i m . All elements of B are situated on the right of C := {c0 -< • • • -< c„}. 
K b G £?, then 6 <C £(M) or 6 || l(M). In the former case 6 6 (f\B,£(M)), 
and hence nc(by) ^ 6X. In the latter case, there is an element c € M n f&, and 
£(M) •»! c by assumption. From Lemma 3(1) it follows that if 6X < nc(by), then 
either b <. l(M) or l(M) <. c, which is a contradiction. 
C l a i m . K C (c._i,c.H.1) \ {c i_ i ,c-+i} . 
Clearly K n {c ._i, c p + 1 } = 0 because c,_i, c p + 1 6 fix / . Let \£(M) = z0,...,zq] be 
a connection in A . We will verify by induction on k that 
(*) C;_i <Zk < Cp+1 & )?c (^
y ) ^ 2fcX < '/7IC](-ky)-
This is obviously true for k = 0. Let fc ^ 1. Assume that (*) is satisfied for fc — 1. 
Suppose first that zk-\ -< zk. Then a-\ < Zk-i < zk. Since zk G B, by the 
preceding claim we have r}C(zk
y) ^ zk
x. Since zk-
x < !?/[c](-^-iy) and zk-\ < zk, 
it follows from Lemma 3(1) that zk
x < Vflc\(zky)- But zfe
x = i]fic](zky) would yield 
either c p + 1 ^ zk or _A; G }\{a, • • • ,c,,}], which is a contradiction. Now zk
y < cv+i
y 
implies that zk < cp + i by Lemma 3(2). If c p + 1
y < zk
y, then c p + 1 < 2fc by the dual 
argument, but this is impossible. Similarly for zk -< zk-\. 
C l a i m . f\B = Cj_i and \f B = c p + 1 . 
From Lemma 7(4) and the preceding claim it follows that c.-i $ f\B < c, € B, 
and hence f\B = a-\. Analogously for the latter identity. 
Uniqueness follows from Lemma 3(7). Q 
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The component of B which contains the left boundary of B is called the leftmost 
component of B. 
Let C, D be maximal chains in (a, b) such that r]c(y) ^ r)o(y) for each y e (a y , 6y). 
We say that c _ l i s mside t/ie region bounded by C,D if c y e (ay , 6y) & 7jc(cy) ^ 
c x ^ r?u(cy). Otherwise we say that c is outside the region bounded by C,D. It 
follows from Lemma 3(2) that whenever c is inside the region bounded by C, D, then 
c £ (a,6). 
L e m m a 16. Let B be a block. 
(1) Let x,y e L, /\B ^ x < y. x inside and y outside the region bounded by the 
boundaries ofB. Then \J B <.y. 
(2) If X is connected and X n {/\B,\/ B} = 0, then X is completely (i.e. each 
c e X is) inside or completely outside the region bounded by the boundaries ofB. 
(3) B u f V B } and Bu{/\B} are connected. 
P r o o f . Denote by 5, T the left and right boundaries of B respectively. 
(1): Take a maximal chain {x = z_ -< . . . -< zv = y} in (x,_f). There exists 
i e { 0 , . . . ,p— 1} such that z ; is inside and z,+ i outside the region bounded by the 
boundaries of B. Clearly z,- ^ [\B. The only possibility is that 2; is an element 
of a boundary, say the left one; see Lemma 3(2). If z, ^ \J B, then obviously 
z i + i = z,
V/ <_ \/ B. Clearly / (z . ) -< z .+ 1 and z,- •< / ( z . ) . By Lemma 3(4) we obtain 
77s(z i+i
y) ^ z ;+ i x ^ J7r(z i + i
y ) , which is a contradiction. Hence z; = \J B. 
(2): The assertion follows immediately from (1). 
(3): Denote by K the leftmost component of B. Since S\{[\B,\I B} C A', 
K U ( V - } is connected. By Lemma 7, each component of B is of the form }k\K\. 
Hence }k\K] U {V B} is also connected. Consequently, 5 U {V B} is connected. D 
L e m m a 17. Let A' be a component of a block of9f. Ifc e L and [u, c
y] , [v, c5'] e 
pt A such that u < c* < v, then c e A". 
P r o o f . There exist a,b e K such that [u,c-y] 6 pt{o} and [v,_y] £ pt{6}. 
Moreover, there exists a connection Z := [a = c0,...,cp = b] in A . Choose a 
shortest one. Its diagram d g Z can be regarded as a parametrized curve in the real 
plane. If [u, c ^ $ dg Z, then we can extend dg Z by adding the adjacent part of the 
arc containing [ u , ^ , similarly for [u,cy]. In this way we obtain a curve C C pt A" 
connecting [u, c5] and [v, c*]. Let [u, c3] = d0,. .., dq = [v, c
y] be the sequence of all 
points of C the u-coordinates of which are equal to c y in the natural order. Clearly 
_ < p + 1. There exists i e {1 , . . . , _} such that either 7rI(rf,_i) < c
x < 7r_(d;) or 
itx(di) < c
x < 7rx(d;_i) or 7r_(d,) = c
x . If 7r_(d,:) = c
x , then a. = [cx,cy] and hence 
c e A". Further, one of the conditions rry(d) < r
y and c y < Tr̂ fd) is satisfied for all 
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points deC between r/;_i and r/,-. Denote C := {d e C: d is between d;_i and r/;}. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that (Vr/ 6 C')cy < 7ry(d), 7rx(ri;_i) < 
c x < TTx(di) and /[A'] is situated to the right of A'. Denote by Z' := [ck,... ,q] the 
largest part of Z with dg Z' C C". Consider the set 
A := {e e fe n (L \ K): V maximal chain D in (e, \ / l > I ) n Z ' / « } . 
Suppose c 6 X . Choose first a maximal element m in A' and then z in fm n Z ' with 
the least possible level. Then, by Lemma 7, m < f(z), and we have a maximal chain 
D in (m,\/ L) such that f(z) e D. Since D n Z' ^ 0 by assumption, there exists 
an element i o £ f l n Z ' such that either m < w < f(z) or m < f(z) < w. Choose 
a minimal one. The former case is impossible as the levels of z and f(z) are the 
same. In the latter case we obtain m < z < zv> = f(z)v' < w by Lemma 7, and 
; V / € fc n fix / C t c n (L \ A'). Since m is maximal in X, there exists a maximal 
chain D in ( z V / , V L) such that D n Z' = 0. But for each pair of maximal chains 
D',D" in (m,f(z)), (f(z),zv>) respectively we have D' n Z' = 0, D" n Z ' = 0, and 
hence ( D ' U f l " u f l ) n 2 ' = 0. This contradicts the assumption, and therefore c $ A . 
Now Cfc is situated on the left and c; is situated on the right of each maximal chain 
D in (c, V L), and hence D n Z ' 7̂  0. Therefore c ^ | c n (L \ A') and consequently 
c e K. • 
L e m m a 18. If a -< b and f e Aut L, then a x < / ( a ) x implies bx ^ / ( 6 ) x . 
P r o o f . Follows immediately from Lemma 2. • 
For Y C L and i £ i w e define Y -T X := {y e Y: yy = .i:y}. 
L e m m a 19. Let K\ and A"2 be components of blocks B\ and B2 respectively 
such that K\ n A'2 ^ 0. Then L?i U B2 is a block and precisely one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
B\ C A 2 ; 
B2 CK\; 
A'i = A"2 and K is a component of B\ U B2 if and only if it, is a component of B\ 
or B2. 
P r o o f . Let B\, B2 be blocks of #/, , 8f2 respectively. The assertion of the lemma 
is obviously satisfied if B\ C A'2 or B2 C K\. In view of Lemma 11, B\ # K2 and 
B2 # A'i. Assume that K\ n A 2 + 0, B\ \ K2 ? Ill and B2 \ A, ^ 0. 
Cla im. {\/B\,\/B2,/\B\,/\B2} C fix /infix f2. 
It suffices to verify that V-Bi £ fix/a. Suppose to the contrary that \J B\ e 
m o v / 2 . For z e B\nfvx.f2 we would have 2 = f2(z) < h(y B\), and by Lemma 1C(1) 
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we would obtain \J B\ ^ f2(\J B\), which is a contradiction. Hence B\ n f i x / 2 = 0 
and, again by Lemma 16(3), B\ C B\ U {V-Bi} Q K as B\ \J {\/B\} is connected. 
This is again a contradiction. 
C l a i m . \JB\ =\/B2 and A # i = A
B 2 . 
It suffices to verify that V ^ i < V B2. As K\ is connected, and by the preceding 
claim K\ n {/\ B2, \J B2} = 0, AT. is inside the region bounded by the boundaries of 
B2 by Lemma 16(2). Hence V K\ <\J B2, and since \J B2 G fix/i, we conclude that 
V - B i ^ V-B2. 
C l a i m . If .Bi is of kind A, then also B2 is of kind A and K\ = K2. 
This follows from Lemma 7(6). Clearly A'2 C K\, otherwise \J B\ e K2 or / \ B\ e 
K2. If B2 were of kind Z, say there are y E K2 and z e fix f2 such that y < z <\J B2, 
then we would have K\ B y < z < \JB2 = \JB\, and hence z e K\. Now A # i = 
AB2 < h(y) < z £ K\, and therefore /2(y) € A'i n / 2 [ A 2 ] . Hence / 2 [ A 2 ] C A'j, 
which would yield B2 = A'2U/2[A'2] C K\, which contradicts the assumption. Thus 
B2 is of kind A, and by the same argument as above K\ C K2. Hence A'i = K2. 
C l a i m . If B\ and B2 are of kind A, then B\ U B2 is a block. 
Order the set of all components of B\ and B2 in a sequence K[,...,K'S. In 
view of the preceding claim, they are pairwise disjoint and isomorphic. Take an 
arbitrary isomorphism of K[ onto K'i+1 for / | je ; if i £ {1 , s - 1}, and put f\gi : = 
U\K[)-l°. • .oU\K-i)-\ / U V B . U B , ) - idL\(BluB,)- Then / 6 A u t L and B\UB2 
is its block. 
C l a i m . If B\ and B2 are of kind Z, then B\ and B 2 have the same boundaries. 
There exists an element b e B\ such that bv> < \J B\ or A-Bi < &A/ • Without 
loss of generality we can consider the former case. By Lemma 7(5), B\ U {6V/} is 
connected, and moreover ( B i U { & v ' } ) n { A B 2 , V ^ } = 0- In virtue of Lemma 16(2), 
B\ U {6V /} is completely inside the region bounded by the boundaries of B2, and so 
is B\. By an analogous argument we obtain that B2 is completely inside the region 
bounded by the boundaries of B\. From Lemma 3(7) it follows that B\ and B2 have 
the same boundaries. 
C l a i m . If B\ and B2 are of kind Z, then K\ and A'2 are simultaneously left or 
right components in the respective blocks. 
Take x 6 K\ n K 2 . If K\ were left and K2 right, then | /2[A'2] -, x\ < \K\ -, x\ = 
| / i [A' i] —rx\ < \K2 —TX\ = | / 2 [A 2 ] —r x\ by Lemma 17, which is a contradiction. 
C l a i m . If B\ and B2 are of kind Z, then K\ = K2. 
If not, one of the following possibilities must occur in virtue of Lemma 7(6): 
(1) (3a; € A'i n K2)(3y e K2 \ K\)x «< y, 
(2) (3a: e K\ n A'2)(3t/ 6 A'2 \ Ai)y -< *, 
(3) (3x G Ai n K2)(3y € A': \ A2).r -< )/, 
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(4) (3x e Ki n K2)(3y e A', \ K2)y -< x. 
Without loss of generality we may assume the first one and suppose that K\, K2 are 
left components. Then y e fix/i. As fi(x) -< fi(y) = y e A'2, we have fi(x) fi 
h[K2\ by Lemma 7(3). If h(x) e A'2, then |A'i -, x\ < \K2 -, x\ = \f2\K2\ - , x\ < 
| / i [A' i ] —r x\ = |A'i —r x\ in virtue of Lemma 17, which is a contradiction. Hence 
}i(x) $ K2. Again by Lemma 7(3), fi(x) € fix/2. As x -< y and f2fi(x) = h(x) -< 
fi(y) = y, for each fc e N we have (hh)k(x) -< (hh)k(y) >- (hh)k+1(x). We shall 




is t rue for each fc e ^J. Since Ki,K2 are left components, (I 0) is true. Sup­
pose ( I 0 ) , . . . , (h) are true. Then (hh)
k(y) !- (hh)k+1(x) < (hh)k+1(y) > 
(hh)k+2(x) < (hh)k+2(y). By Lemma 18, (hh)k+1(*)* ^ (hh)k+2(x)x If 
(hh)k+1(x)x = (hfi)k+2(x)*, then (hh)k+1(x) = (hh)k+2(x), and conse­
quently x = hh(x) = h(x), which is a contradiction. Hence (hh)k+1(x)x < 
(hh)k+2(x)x. Now we can proceed analogously for y. We have obtained an infinite 
subset of L, and this is not possible. 
C 1 a i m. If S i and B2 are of kind Z, then Bi = B2 =BiUB2. 
By the preceding claims, Kt = K2 and / i [Ai ] = f2[K2\, which yields Bx = B2 = 
BiUB2. • 
P r o p o s i t i o n 20. Let ACL. The set {9f : f e Aut.4 L} has the greatest element 
with respect to set inclusion. 
P r o o f . Consider an arbitrary element x e Mov^L. Since L is finite, the set 
of all blocks from P(A) which contain x has a maximal element B with respect to 
set inclusion. Now, if D is a block from P(A) containing x, then B U D is also a 
block from P(A) containing x in virtue of the preceding lemma, and the maximality 
of B implies that D C B. Hence B is the greatest block from P(A) containing x. 
Denote it by Bx. By Lemma 8, there exists g e Aut^ L such that (J{BX x Bx: 
x e Mov^L} = 9g. It is clear that 9g is the greatest element of {Of: f e Aut^ L}. 
• 
In fact, {8f U A i : / e Aut L} is a V-subsemilattice of the lattice of all equivalences 
on L. 
AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS 
We denote the greatest element of {df.fe Aut L} by Q L . 
L e m m a 2 1 . (1) Each / £ Au tL maps any component of a block of ©L onto a 
component of the same block. 
(2) If B is a block of © L and / , <y £ AutL, then / | B U <V|L\B £ A u t L . 
P r o o f . (1) Let K be a component of a block B of ©L- For each a £ K we have 
either / ( a ) = a and hence / ( a ) 6 B, or a and / ( a ) are elements of the same block of 
6/ and hence f(a) £ 2?. Therefore f{KJ is a connected subset of B with the same 
cardinality as K, and so a component of J3 . 
(2) The proof follows immediately from Lemma 8, since each block of / and g is 
included either in B or in L \ B. O 
L e m m a 22. For any planar lattice L := (L, <,) and ACL there exists a planar 
lattice M := (M, ^ ) such that Aut,4 L = A u t M . 
P r o o f . By induction on the cardinality of L \ A. 
Basic step. \L \ A\ = 0. Then of course Aut^ L = A u t L and we may take L for 
M . 
Induction step. Let m > 0. Suppose the assertion is true whenever \L \ A\ < in. 
Let L := (L, $ ) be a planar lattice and let ACL be such that \L \ A\ = m. Denote 
n := \L\. Choose a £ L \ A and put C„ := {c0 < .. . < cn} where {co , . . . , cn} =: Ca 
is disjoint with L, and C x := {x} for s € i \ {a}. Let K := (if, ^ ) be the ordinal 
sum £ i e i , C x . Notice that we have just replaced a with an ?i-element chain. It is 
clear that K is a planar lattice. We first prove that for each / £ Au t^uc , K we have 
Ca C fix/. Since \Ca\ > |L|, there exists b € C„ such that f(b) £ Ca. This in turn 
yields 6 = /(6) because {b, f(b)} is an antichain by Lemma 1. Further, each c £ C„ 
is comparable with b and hence f(c) is comparable with 6 = f(b). By the definition 
of K, / (c ) is comparable with c as well, and therefore c = / (c ) . We claim that 
AutA L S AutAuC
 K - For each / g Aut.4 L put ¥>(/) := / |L\{<I} U idp,,. Clearly 
¥>(/) £ Aut^uC, K. Then of course 
<fi(f°9) = ( / °9 ) lL \{a}Uid c „ = / | L \ { „ } ° ( / lL\{a}Uidc 
= (/ l i \{a) U id c„) o (5|t\{«)
 U idc , ) = iP(/) ° V(ff)-
Injectivity: </>(/) = <̂ (ff) implies / | i \ { a } = AIL\{<:}>
 w h i c h i u t u r n y i e l d s / = 9-
Surjectivity: Let / ' £ Aut^uc , K. P u t / : = f\i<\c„ U id{„} = f'\L\{a} U id{„}. 
Clearly / £ Aut/i L. Then 
/ ' = / ' IA' \C'„ Uid c„ = jf' |A{o) Uidc,, = ( / 'U\{.} U i d { a } ) | / A { a } Uid c„ = f(f)-
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Now |A' \ (A U Ca)\ = m - 1, and by the induction hypothesis there exists a planar 
lattice M such that Aut/iuc, K = Aut M. • 
T h e o r e m 23. V(T) = AQ(VC). 
P r o o f . We have already noticed that V(T) C AQ(VC) in virtue of Proposi-
tion 6. We must verify the converse inclusion. We will prove by induction on the 
cardinality of G that G 6 AQ(VC) implies G 6 V(T). We have only to show that 
for each G 6 AQ(VC) one of the following conditions is fulfilled: 
(i) G e T. 
(2) There exist Gj and G2 in AQ(VC) such that G S Gi x G2 and |Gj.| < \G\, 
|G-| < \G\. 
(3) There exist an integer n ^ 2 and H in AQ(VC) such that G = nH; then of 
course \H\ < \G\. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that there exists a planar lattice L such 
that G = AutL. 
C l a i m . If ©L has no block, then G £ T. 
The proof is obvious. 
C l a i m . If © L has at least two blocks, then there exist planar lattices Li and L2 
such that G = A u t L S A u t L i X A u t L 2 and | AutL! | < | AutL| , | Au tL 2 | < |AutL | . 
Take a block B of ©L- In view of Lemma 22, it suffices to show that 
Aut L = Aut f l L x AutL\B L 
and |Autf lL | < |Au tL | , | AutL \ f l I < |AutL | . This follows immediately from 
Lemma 21(2): we define 
if>: AutL —• Autfl L x Au t L \ f l L 
by the rule 
¥>(/) : = ! / | B U i d L \ B , i d f l U / | L \ f l ] . 
Then clearly 
VU ° 9) = [(/ o 9)\B U i d A B , ids U(/ o g)\L\B] 
= [ / | B U id L \ B , ids U / | L \ s ] o \g\B u idLXfl, ids Ug\L\B) = <p(f) o <p(g). 
Injectivity: ip(f) = <p(g) implies that f\B = g\B and f\L\B = g\L\B,
 w h ich in turn 
yields / = g. Surjectivity: Let / g Aut f l L and g 6 AutL \ f l L. Then f\s U g\L\B 6 
Au tL by Lemma 21(2) and [f,g] = <p(f\B U g\L\B)-
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C l a i m . If ©L has precisely one block, then there exist an integer n ^ 2 and a 
planar lattice Li such that G = Aut L = n Aut Li . 
By definition, there exists h e Au tL such that 0 L = 8h. Take the number of 
components of the unique block B of ©L for n. By Lemma 11, n > 2. In view of 
Lemma 22, it suffices to show that 
AutL = nAut/v-L 
where K is a component of B. We can denote the components of B by K\,..., Kn in 
such a way that K, = hl\K], see Lemma 7(1). For each / e AutL we define pf e S„ 
by Pf(i) := j where }\Ki] = Kj, see Lemma 21(1). Clearly pfog = PfPg. Denote 
/ ' := /I-P/<>) o / o /Y. Then }'\K] = K and whenever x -< y, x,y e m o v / ' , x € K, 
then y ~ K because K is a component of a block of © L = Sh and mov / ' C mov h. 
Therefore each block of 9f is included either in A' or in L\K. In virtue of Lemma 8, 
/J-P/(>) o / o h'\K U idi\i< is an automorphism of L. We define 
ip: Aut L —> n Aut/^- L 
by the rule 
V ( / ) := [Pf,..., h - « M o / o fc<|K U i d t \ K , . . . ] . 
It is transparent that </>(/ o <j) = ip(}) o ip(g). Injectivity: v(f) = 1 (̂9) implies 
Pi =Pa ='• pa~d\/ih~p{*'>o}oh'\K = h~p^ogoti\K, i.e. }\K< = S | K . - But this yields 
}\B = g\B and consequently } = g. Surjectivity: Let /,- e Aut/^L (i e { l , . . . , n } ) 
and pe Sn. We define / : L -> L by 
/^K l /Af lUU/^ 'o / .o / r ' l ; , , . 
It is clear that / is bijective. We have to show that / is an automorphism of L. 
Take x -<y. If x,y e A^, then }(x) = W « o / ; 0 ft-<(a;) -< ft?W o /,- o h~
l(y) = }(y). 
If .1 e A; k y i Ki, then y ^ B, and consequently /(a:) = / j p ( i ) o / ; o /i^fo,-) -; 
hP(0 O / J O / . - % ) = j / = }(y). Similarly for y G A',- & :r ^ A",-. If x <£ B and y £ B, 
then / ( x ) = x < y = / ( / / ) . Clearly ¥>(/) = [p; • • - . / . , - • •]• • 
A note is hidden in [2] which says that the groups isomorphic to the automorphism 
groups of planar lattices are precisely the groups isomorphic to the automorphism 
groups of trees. This is proved as a particular case in [1] in terms of graph theory. 
Since it can be easily seen that Theorem 23 describes also the automorphism groups 
of trees, see also [5], we have in fact proved the assertion of the note mentioned above 
in terms of lattice theory. 
Proposit ion 24. It is not true that every automorphism group of a planar 
lattice is identical with the automorphism group of a tree. 
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P r o o f . Here is a counterexample: 
There is no tree with the same vertices as the planar lattice visualized above such 
that they both have the same automorphism group. D 
We say that a block B is saturated if for each block C either B f l C = 0 o r f i C C 
or C C B. Notice that any two saturated blocks are either disjoint or in inclusion. 
L e m m a 25. (1) For each block B the set of all saturated blocks that include B 
has the least element. 
(2) For each element a 6 Mov L the set of all saturated blocks that contain a has 
the least element. 
P r o o f . (1): Since L is finite, each block is included in a maximal one. In view 
of Lemma 19, each maximal block is saturated. Hence the set of all saturated blocks 
that include B forms a finite nonempty chain with respect to inclusion. It follows 
that it has the least element. 
(2) follows immediately from (1). D 
The saturated blocks from Lemma 25 will be denoted by s(B) and s({a}) respec-
tively. 
L e m m a 26. All components of a block B are also components of s(B). 
P r o o f . Since L is finite, there exists a maximal element D of the set of all 
blocks such that B C D and all components of B are also components of D. If C is 
a block with C n D ^ 0 and D \t C, then by Lemma 19, C U D is a block and all 
components of B are also components of CUD. The maximality of D yields C C D. 
Hence D is saturated. D 
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In fact D = s(B). 
We say that (A', c ) is a tree-ordered set if c is a strict order on X with a top 
element, and c C o t c C J implies that either a = 6 or o C h or 6 C o. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 27. Consider a fixed standard planar representation of L. Put 
r(o) := s(a) for a 6 Mov L and r(o) := L for o G A \ Mov L. Define a binary relation 
C on A by tire ruie 
« c i : « a ^ 6 & (r(o) c r(6) or (r(o.) = r(6) & a y < 6y)). 
Then (A, c , y ) is a colored tree-ordered set with the same automorphism group as L. 
P r o o f . Notice that , for / G AutL , it follows from o <—> / (a ) that a = / ( a ) . 
In other words, a <-~» 6 & a / 6 implies that a y ^ 6y. Indeed, in view of Lemma 11 
a y = 6y would imply that there is a block B with components K\, A ' 2 , . . . , K\ j= A"2 
such that a e A i , 6 e A 2 . By Lemma 26 K\ and A'2 are also components of s(B). 
But a <~» 6 yields o <~» 6 because r(6) C s(B). This is a contradiction. 
First we prove that C is a tree order. Irreflexivity is obvious. The top element in 
L becomes the top element in (L, c ) . 
Transitivity: o c 6 & 6 C c = > (r(a) C r(b) or (r(a) = r(6) & a y < 6y)) & (r(6) C 
r(c) or (r(6) = r(c) & 6y < cy)) & a ^» ' 6 & 6 &> c ==> (r(a) C r(c) or (r(a) = 
r(c) & a y < cy)) & a * c = > n c c . 
Now let C C a & c C 6. Then r(c) C r(a) k r(c) C ;•(&) and therefore c e r(o)Dr(6), 
which in turn yields r(a) C r(6) or r(6) C r(a). Without loss of generality we may 
assume that r(a) C r(6). Then obviously a <~~> c Ik c <~» 6 and therefore a <™> 6. 
Suppose that a ^ b. It is easy to see that r(a) C r(b) yields a C 6. Assume that 
r(a) = r(6). Hence a y < 6 y or 6y < a y and consequently a C 6 or 6 C a. 
Let / e A u t L . Then obviously (Vx 6 L)r(f(x)) = f[r(x)] & / ( i - ) y = x y . If 
a C 6, then (r(a) C r(6) or (r(a) = r(6) & a y < 6y) & a !#> 6. This implies 
that (r(f(a)) = flr(a)] C / [r(6)] = r(/(6)) or (r(f(a)) = f[r(a)j = /[r(6)J = 
r( / (6)) & / ( o ) y = o y < 6 y = / (6) y ) & f(a.) r(W] f(b), i.e. / ( a ) C f(b). It follows 
that / is an automorphism of (L. C , y ) . 
Let conversely / be an automorphism of (L. C , y ) . Let a -< 6. Then / ( a ) y = o y < 
by = /(6)y> and therefore either f(a) < f(b) or f(a) \\ f(b). Consider the latter case. 
Since / ( a ) y = a y and / ( 6 ) y = 6y, there exist g, h £ Aut L such that g(b) = f(b) and 
f(a) = h(a). Clearly h(a) ^ o(o.) and h(6) ^ g(b). Let us investigate all possibilities 
of the mutual position of r(a) and r(6). 
1. r(a) n r(6) = 0: It is impossible by Lemma 7(3) and Lemma 8. 
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2. ?'(o) C ?-(6): From a -< 6 we immediately obtain that a <-~» 6. Then a C b 
r) W A(o) W o(6). This is a 
3. r(6) C r(a): From a < b we immediately obtain that a <~» 6. Then b C o 
;6) G r(g(a)) n r(A 
fore r(A(a)) = )•(</(«)) = r ( / (o ) ) . Hence A(6) ' ( ^ l > h(a) " ^ S " g(b). This is a 
and hence A(o) = f(a) C f(b) = g(b). Thus A(o) e r(A(6)) n r(o(6)), and there-
fore r(A(6)) : 
contradiction 
and hence g(b) = f(b) C f(a) = A(o). Thus g(b) e <l h(a)), and there-
f re r(h(a)) = 
contradiction. 
4. r(6) = r(a.): From o ^ 6 we immediately obtain that a <~*> 6. Since a y < 6y. 
we have aCb and hence A(o) = f(a) C f(b) = g(b). Thus A(o) g r(p(6)) n r(A(6)), 
and therefore r(A(6)) = r(g(b)) = r( /(6)) . Hence A(6) '*(</^,) h(a) " Z ^ " o(6). This is 
a contradiction. 
Summing up we obtain that f(a) < f(b). It follows that / G AutL. • 
As an immediate consequence we obtain the following recent result of George 
Gratzer and Csaba Szabo. 
Coro l l a ry 28 . Every automorphism group of a planar lattice is identical with 
the automorphism group of a colored tree. 
PROBLEMS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is clear that AG(VC) is decidable. We must only construct the trees of all 
possible decompositions of a given finite group into symmetric powers and direct 
products of subgroups. This algorithm is finite but rather complex. Its complexity 
would be lower if the following hypotheses were true. 
(1) Is it true that for m. n > 1. ?iG = mH ==> m = n & G = H? 
(2) Is it true that n G £ G, x G 2 ==> min{|Gi|, \G2\,n] = 1? 
We have defined components via the definition of blocks. Some people may prefer 
to define a component of m o v / as a maximal connected subset of m o v / , then to 
check that for each component K of m o v / its image f\IC\ is also a component of 
mov / , and finally to say that a block is the smallest union of components which is 
closed under / . 
We could also define 0 L as the equivalence on MovL generated by \J6j. The 
/ 
crucial point is to verify that each block of 0 L has at least two components. We 
have done this in Lemmas 9-19 and Proposition 20 with help of Lemmas 1-4 and 
Proposition 5. 
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